Incessant Technologies Cited As A Strong Performer
By Independent Research Firm
October 3 2018, Hyderabad, India: Incessant Technologies, an NIIT Technologies company
was among the select companies that Forrester invited to participate in its report, The
Forrester Wave™:Digital Process Automation Service Providers, Q3 2018. In this report,
Incessant Technologies was cited as a Strong Performer.
The report evaluates providers across 19 criteria, which are grouped into three high-level
categories: Current offering: strategy consulting, UX design capabilities, delivery methodology,
and studios and labs for process design. Strategy: market strategy and vision, partnerships
with process technology vendors, though leadership, and employee experience. Market
presence: vendor's active DPA clients, DPA headcount, and global presence. In the Forrester
evaluation, Incessant Technologies’ top score was in the implementation and delivery models
criterion.
According to the report, “Incessant Technologies focuses on technology excellence and strong
strategy chops. With a very large Pega practice, bolstered by the acquisition of RuleTek, and a
smaller Appian practice, the Company brings digital transformation technology experience to its
clients. However, it doesn’t stop there; client references and case studies demonstrate a strong
business strategy focus, as well. Design capabilities are excellent within its DPA projects”.
Speaking about the announcement, Adrian Bignall, Global Head of Sales for Incessant
Technologies said “We are excited to be recognized by Forrester in this Wave report. It’s the
first time Incessant Technologies has been included in a Wave report and we believe it
evidences the strong position we have in the DPA marketplace. Together Incessant and
RuleTek bring unmatched expertise in assisting global organizations to achieve their digital
process automation goals and revolutionize their customer’s experience”.
According to the report, the “Forrester Wave evaluation highlights the role of service providers in
elevating process automation initiatives from tactical, cost-saving efforts to critical components
of a digital transformation strategy. Many of the Strong Performers have embraced partnerships
with best-of-breed-service providers to create a complete offering and may represent a better
option for some organizations."
About NIIT Technologies
NIIT Technologies is a leading global IT solutions organization, enabling its clients to achieve real world business impact through unparalleled domain
expertise working at the intersection of emerging technologies. The Company focuses on three key verticals: Banking and financial services,
Insurance, Travel and Transportation. This domain strength combined with leading-edge capabilities in Data & Analytics, Automation, Cloud, and
Digital, helps clients innovate business, automate process and industrialize AI.
With over 9500 people serving clients across Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia, NIIT Technologies fosters a culture that promotes innovation and
constantly seeks to find new yet simple ways to add value for its clients.
Learn more about NIIT Technologies at www.niit-tech.com.

About Incessant Technologies

The Digital Process Transformation Practice from NIIT Technologies, is powered by its two specialist subsidiaries –
Incessant & RuleTek – who bring unmatched expertise in assisting global organizations to achieve their digital
process automation goals and revolutionize their customer’s experience.
Incessant is one of the largest ‘Pure Play’ BPM Services Vendor, specializing in this field with a focus on two
technology platforms, Pega & Appian.
With experience of over 250 successful customer implementations and a suite of Appian & Pega Platform productivity
solutions, Incessant delivers signiﬁcant value to customers in Insurance, Banking & Financial Services, Government,
Manufacturing and Travel.
Safe Harbor
Certain statements in this release are forward-looking statements. The business involves various risks, and uncertainties that could result in the actual
results to differ materially from those indicated here. All forward looking statements made herein are based on information presently available to the
management of the Company and the Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that may be made from time to time by or
on behalf of the Company.
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